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Action indicators for injury prevention

J Morag MacKay, Alison K Macpherson, Ian Pike, Joanne Vincenten, Rod McClure

ABSTRACT

There is considerable confusion about the nature of indicators, their use in the injury field and surprisingly little discussion about these important tools. To date discussions of injury indicators have focused on the content and presentation of health outcome measures and on the dearth of data on exposure measures. Whereas these are valuable measures and assessing the optimal use of available routinely collected data in forming indicators is important, they do not provide sufficient information to support comprehensive prevention efforts, nor do they harness the full potential of indicators as tools to support prevention efforts. This paper provides an overview of the characteristics and uses of indicators for the field of injury prevention in order to make the case for action indicators and provide a framework for their appropriate use.

WHAT IS AN INJURY INDICATOR

It is as simple as it sounds—an injury indicator is something that indicates. It is a marker placed on the systems that need to be put in place to achieve desired exposures and outcomes. Action indicators refer to measures of the components of the system that affect the prevalence of risk factors. Only recently has a broader perspective of indicators been taken to include these measures. This paper provides an overview of the characteristics and uses of indicators for the field of injury prevention in order to make the case for action indicators and provide a framework for their appropriate use.

REQUIRED PROPERTIES OF INDICATORS

Public health surveillance is the ‘ongoing and systematic collection, analysis, interpretation and
dissemination of health information. Indicators can be developed from the health information to monitor progress towards desired goals. As such they are measurement tools, which means that to be effective they need to be scientifically sound and practical. Before selection, candidate indicators need to be examined for validity, reliability and sensitivity to change. They must be available, accessible and universally applicable. From a practical application point of view, trade-offs among the various characteristics are often necessary. The exact nature of trade-offs will vary based on the specific purpose and need for a given indicator.

Validity
This refers to the degree to which an indicator actually measures what it intends to measure. For example, in many countries the cause of death statistics attributed to injury are considered a valid indicator of injury mortality because it is believed that the number of deaths recorded in the mortality data systems derived from death certificates and coroners’ reports truly reflects the actual number of people who have died from injury.23

Reliability
This refers to the stability and consistency of the indicator. If the same indicator is measured by different people or by different data systems, it is important that each will yield a uniform answer. The precision of the definition used for an indicator thus becomes important to ensure the same phenomenon is being measured and that the data sources are similar. Reliability becomes particularly important when indicators are used to compare and contrast progress between different jurisdictions in which measurement systems may vary.24

Sensitivity to change
This refers to an indicator’s capacity to detect and measure a change considered important to the purpose of the indicator, and that can be related to the scale of measurement (eg, measuring affordability of items that cost less than €100 in increments of €100 will not indicate changes smaller than that amount). A good indicator needs to be responsive to important changes over time and differences between jurisdictions at any given point in time.25

Availability
This refers to how obtainable the data for an indicator are (eg, are data routinely collected, are they only available from ad hoc surveys or are they not collectable from a practical perspective). Often, although an indicator can be clearly defined, the data needed are not routinely available and jurisdictions are hesitant to take on new data collection unless a strong case for utility can be made.23 25 26

Accessibility
This refers to the amount of effort needed to procure the data for the indicator (eg, an indicator that requires data that are extremely resource intensive to obtain or considered extremely sensitive would not necessarily make a good indicator). Some data that would support injury indicators may not be collected because of expense or political upheaval impacting on data collecting infrastructure. In the case of international comparisons, an indicator is only valuable if the data needed are available for the majority of jurisdictions being compared.23

Universality
This refers to the necessity for indicators to be compiled similarly in the different settings or jurisdictions being examined. For instance, injury data may be compiled from hospital admission/discharge data, emergency room attendance, primary care records, or emergency ambulance attendance. Moreover, different severity scales may be used and different classifications of cause of injury. Each may be valid, but they are not comparable. For some comparisons this becomes an issue for some indicators, as they are not available for all jurisdictions being examined, making them less effective as indicators of jurisdictional variation.27

IMPLICATIONS OF THE DEFINITION
As a direct consequence of all of the above indicator characteristics, a number of implications arise. It is critically important that careful thought is put into where markers might best be placed in the injury prevention system and how they might be defined and interpreted before they are chosen.

The choice of indicators needs to be made in the context of specific purposes. There is no objective right or wrong indicator, but only one that is right or wrong in the context of the purpose within which the indicator is meant to serve. This means that there is no one universal set of injury indicators, but rather many different sets chosen across jurisdictions at many different levels for specific purposes. It is, however, possible to conceive that there might be several recognised sets that are based on needs for common purposes (eg, setting policy) at some level within similar systems. For example, a set of indicators to examine progress in reducing bicycle-related injuries among Canadian children and youth includes indicators at the policy level (presence or absence of a helmet law), indicators measuring risk factors (helmet use rates) and outcome measures (emergency department visits, hospitalisations, hospitalisations for severe injuries and deaths).

The use of indicators entails interpretation of the meaning of observed changes. This is usually done from the perspective of the rationale used to select them in the first place, which in turn is based on the system being monitored. For example, measuring the presence of a home visitation programme to educate young families on home safety interventions is subject to considerable influence from other factors. Changes in this mechanism might reflect true changes in parental education, or they may reflect the way the government is organising their mode of education delivery. A better indicator might thus be the number of families receiving targeted home safety parental education.

An indicator is not purely a passive entity. The process required to obtain an indicator can drive changes in the system being measured. For example, monitoring government policies on bicycle helmet laws may prompt governments to consider the enactment of such laws. By measuring and reporting on selected indicators you essentially create a focus for intervention activity and this has direct implications for where you place your markers on the system. As illustrated by the bicycle helmet example, if your programme goal is to achieve wide implementation of an evidence-based good practice, then the indicator(s) should focus on measuring specific progress towards that goal.

Finally, indicators can be uncollectible from a practical perspective or extremely resource intensive to collect. Ideally, the value of the information contained in an indicator should be worth the costs associated with data collection and reporting. For example, it may be impractical and cost too much to collect information on the proportion of all residential streets in which traffic calming is employed. However, collecting data from population samples may provide sufficient information upon which to base decisions and actions. Surveying the traffic-calming interventions in a limited number of randomly selected sites may thus make the data collection for this indicator more feasible.
SELECTING AND OPERATIONALISING INJURY INDICATORS

Selecting and operationalising indicators typically follows a process of discussing possible indicators, weighing each option against a set of criteria balancing the issues of validity, reliability and sensitivity to change, in addition to issues such as data availability, accessibility and universality. Before beginning the process, there are two preceding steps that are key to selecting appropriate indicators.

The first is to describe clearly the context within which the indicators will be used. Who is the audience for the indicator information? How will they use the information and for what purpose? How does that purpose fit within the larger system in which you are operating? Justification for the selection of an indicator addresses these considerations and gives reason for its inclusion.

The second step is to address any knowledge gaps before assessing where indicators might best be placed in the system. To achieve this you need to understand how your ‘intervention’ programme or policy is working. This includes understanding causal relationships, any theoretical framework used and the social, political and cultural environment (system) in which you are working. Proceeding to the selection of indicators without this step increases the likelihood that you will miss identifying and marking key points in the system.

Once these issues have been addressed you can begin to examine where markers might best be placed, identify possible measures of those markers, and address some of the practical decisions involved in operationalising the measurement of the indicators. This includes examining the scientific soundness and practicality of each potential measure and coming to a decision as to its feasibility as an indicator.

The Child Safety Action Plan (CSAP) project provides a European example of this process. In this initiative the selection and operationalisation of action indicators at a policy level was done within the context of a nine-step process for national strategic plan development. Action indicators, including those related to the adoption of evidence-based good practice, were seen as critical drivers of all nine steps in the process. Project partners were charged with engaging national stakeholders and government in the planning process to ensure the stakeholders who would play a role in the implementation of plans were involved—this group served as the audience for the indicator information.

Indicator information was viewed as the foundation for planning, and action indicators were introduced as part of the self-assessment each country undertook of the overall environment within which child injury prevention was being conducted in their country. Previous researchers had noted large knowledge gaps when trying to understand why injury rates differed across countries. It was thus seen as critical that the indicators for CSAP cover not only traditional outcome measures, but also other key areas that would guide solution-based planning such as leadership, infrastructure and capacity to support child safety and measures of existing policy. The assessment of current levels of this broader set of indicators provided a way for countries to identify areas of strengths and weaknesses upon which their plan would be built, as well as the identification of gaps that could be addressed within plan development. A standardised set of indicators across the participating countries was used to compare (benchmark) progress among countries thereby encouraging the adoption and implementation of evidence-based good practice across all countries.

The selection and operationalisation of action indicators within CSAP posed several challenges. The greatest of these related to indicator validity, and included interrelated issues of specificity of case definition, the use of proxy measures and the level of detail to which the indicator refers. To address the first of these issues within CSAP particular attention was given to ensuring that the case definition for each indicator was clear and specifically captured the issue of interest. For example, when examining legislative action, the selection of the legislation of interest was based on topics identified as evidence-based good practices and used the definitions derived from that same evidence. The existence of a law requiring a certain temperature for tap water in domestic settings was not sufficient to meet the definition, which required that the law required a temperature of less than 50°C, which European experts have agreed is a safe temperature for preventing scalds to children. The indicator definition also required that the legislation applied to all dwellings and not just new buildings. There were several CSAP action indicators developed for constructs for which there was no direct measure (eg, infrastructure to support child injury prevention), and in these circumstances we examined the literature relating to the constructs, and developed a series of proxy measures that are intended to capture aspects of the construct that are seen to be important. For example, for infrastructure we considered the proxy measures: whether there was an organisation with mandated responsibility to coordinate injury data and produce reports to support action; the existence of regular reporting on child injury deaths; the existence of a mechanism to allow the early identification of and rapid response to emerging safety hazards.

With respect to measuring the degree of action (eg, level of implementation or enforcement of a law) we found often only a crude measure could be used when a more detailed measure might have been desirable. In the absence of a prohibitive amount of research to measure actual implementation or enforcement, expert opinion was used to obtain judgement on a dichotomised measure (ie, fully implemented and/or is being fully enforced vs not fully implemented/enforced) to overcome subjective variation/error.

The reliability of the data collection process in CSAP was an important consideration because different individuals in each country collected the data. To try and minimise error we devised a clear data collection protocol, including suggested sources of information and requesting detailed information (eg, name of law, amount of fine) that required partners to go to the real source.

To ensure the CSAP indicators were sensitive to change, composite measures for important constructs were created using multiple components. For example, the leadership indicator was developed by combining 10 variables including: the presence of a lead government department/ministry for national coordination of child and adolescent safety activities; a specific contact or focal point identified for child and adolescent safety for each of the government sectors involved in the issue; injury prevention as a national priority by government; a government-led national injury prevention strategy with specific targets for children and the commitment of dedicated government funds for the development/support of national prevention programmes, research, capacity building; a national steering group or a network or organisation to coordinate activities related to child and adolescent safety. The leadership indicator score is thus sensitive to minor changes between countries and over time.

The issues of availability, accessibility and universality of indicators posed particular issues for CSAP. The procurement of the relevant information required searching into new areas (eg, legislation, standards) across many sectors, and frequently although the constructs of interest exist (eg, leadership, infrastructure), they typically are not routinely measured. These issues were addressed by the careful definition and collection of information across the
settings/jurisdictions being examined in only those areas where appropriate sources and details were available to meet indicator definitions, and in some cases examining actions on a less detailed three-point scale that could be categorically answered rather than a fine-graded scale in which the chance of missing data would have become a problem.

CONCLUSION

This paper has provided an overview of the characteristics and uses of action indicators for the field of injury prevention and provided a framework for their appropriate use and complement the more traditionally considered exposure and outcome indicators.

What are the implications of these findings for practice?

1. Health promotion actions that are implemented in parallel to a broader action planning strategy are more likely to be sustained over time, and in this way moving towards a more systematic strategy.

2. Public health action indicators can serve as indicators, and argued that the choice of indicator is

3. When selecting indicators beyond the measures of injury incidence and outcome to examine indicators of exposure and, as described in this paper, action indicators at a policy level. Such a broadening of the debate might increase the utility of the suggested indicators for driving the process of injury prevention, rather than simply monitoring the outcomes. Further dialogue in the global discussion of indicators to support injury prevention might strengthen current approaches to developing and implementing effective evidence-based injury prevention policies and practices.
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